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SCHEDULING CONFERENCES
Q.

A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

How are scheduling conferences set and used in your court? Are they conducted by you? When
done by telephone, are the attorneys responsible for setting up a conference call or does your
office have enough lines to allow attorneys to call in? If yes, how many lines are available?
I do scheduling conferences in any civil case in which a conference is requested. If more than 2 participants are calling in,
one party must set up a conference call.

What do you expect from the attorney(s) at the scheduling conference?
I expect attorneys to have their schedules available. I will set deadline for experts, fact witnesses, exhibits, motions, and
discovery cut-off. I will also set a trial date and final pretrial conference.

Do you use multiple scheduling conferences? Why?
Typically no.
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Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Do you use court‐directed discovery conferences?
As part of the scheduling conference.

What are your preferences regarding scheduling/discovery conference orders? Do you require
that specific things be included in such orders?
I prepare the order after the conference

PROTOCOL
Q.

What are your thoughts on courtroom protocol?

A.

I have a rather informal courtroom. I expect appropriate dress, courtesy between lawyers and litigants, and adherence
to the rules of procedure and evidence. I do not expect lawyers to ask for permission to approach a witness, but expect
the attorney to return to the podium when finished.

Q.

What things do lawyers do that are particularly helpful?

A.

The use of large visual exhibits to prove elements of a case is most helpful as is good legal briefing.
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Q.

What things do lawyers do that are not helpful?

A.

Refer to documents that the witness can see but that I or a jury can not.

MOTIONS PRACTICE
Q.
A.

Do you require that submitted motions include a proposed order?
No.

Q.

Do you appreciate courtesy copies of briefs being delivered to your chambers prior to hearing
on a motion? If so, how early would you like them?

A.

I do appreciate such briefs at least 3 days prior to a hearing.

Q.

Do you schedule hearings on motions automatically upon receiving a request for setting, or do
you prefer or require that counsel call to schedule hearings?

A.

My judicial assistant will call the attorneys upon receiving a request for hearing.
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Q.

Under what circumstances do you decline to grant a request for oral argument?

A.

Only if the issue is clear and there are time restraints.

Q.

Do you prefer that counsel provide copies of the relevant cases prior to a hearing?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Is there anything about the way you handle requests for temporary restraining orders and
preliminary injunctions that you think the bar should be aware of?

A.

My judicial assistant will try to set the hearing as soon as possible.

FINAL PRETRIAL CONFERENCE
Q.

In your view, what is the purpose of a final pretrial conference?

A.

I try to understand and resolve any issues related to exhibits, witnesses and jury instructions. I advise as to the jury
selection process. I attempt to address scheduling issues and trial time.
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Q.
A.

Q.

A.

Do you have a specific format for pretrial statements? If so, please provide a copy.
See attachments.

What steps do you take, if any, before the final pretrial conference to encourage settlement of
the case? Do you require mediation?
I don't require mediation. I expect attorneys to make a good faith effort to explore settlement.

JURY TRIAL PRACTICE
Jury Selection:
Q.
How is voir dire conducted in your courtroom?
A.

The attorneys voir dire a group of potential jurors on the left side of the courtroom that is equal in size to a seated jury
plus alternate plus challenges (ie. 6+1+6). If one juror is removed for cause an extra juror from the right side of the
courtroom replaces the challenged juror.

Q.

Do you allow or encourage the use of jury questionnaires?

A.

Yes.
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Q.
A.

What is your due date for proposed jury questionnaires?
I have only done this once, but proposed questions should be filed prior to the final pretrial conference and in sufficient
time to allow the Clerk of District Court to send it out and get back response in advance of jury selection.

Q.

What do you prefer in regard to the length of the jury questionnaire?

A.

Totally dependent on the case but should only seek information that is specific to the case.

Requested Jury Instructions:
Q.
When do you require requested jury instructions to be submitted?
A.

Q.

A.

At the final pretrial conference.

What form do you prefer requested jury instructions to take (e.g. do you prefer jury instructions
accompanied by supporting cases, etc.)?
Agreed on jury instructions need only be identified by reference to the pattern. Non-agreed on instructions should be
submitted with citations. I do require counsel to meet regarding instructions prior to the final pretrial conference.
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Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

What is your view of the Wyoming Pattern Jury Instructions?
I adhere to them.

Do you have a set of stock jury instructions that you use?
No.

Do you prefer to receive an electronic copy of requested jury instructions?
This is acceptable.

Trial Procedures:
Q.
What is your preferred trial schedule (e.g. 9 to 5 with an hour for lunch, 8 to 2 with no lunch,
etc.)?
A.

9 - 5 with an hour for lunch.
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Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.

A.

What are your preferences with respect to motions in limine and other trial related motions?
To be dealt with by the final pretrial conference and well in advance of trial.

What are your preferences and/or procedures related to witness scheduling?
I expect the attorneys to cooperate in scheduling witnesses. I will allow witnesses out of turn and telephonically.

What are your preferences with respect to trial exhibits? Do you allow/require the use of exhibit
notebooks for the court and jurors?
I expect attorneys to cooperate regarding exhibit admissions to the extent possible. I only want notebooks if there are
many stipulated exhibits.

Q.

Do you find the use of computer‐assisted presentations (e.g. PowerPoint) effective and/or
useful?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Do you permit “speaking objections” in jury trials?

A.

Rarely.
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BENCH TRIAL PRACTICE
Q.

A.

Q.

A.

What are the major differences in procedures in your courtroom between bench trials and jury
trials?
Other than dealing with the jury, trials are the same.

Do you appreciate or require trial briefs or proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law from
counsel? Do you prefer proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law be submitted before or
after trial or both?
I like trial briefs. I want proposed findings of fact after trial.

THOUGHTS ON EFFECTIVE ADVOCACY
Q.

What makes an effective advocate in jury arguments?

A.

A good knowledge of the facts that are incorporated into the parties's theory of the case. A lawyer who is being herself
or himself rather than trying to be someone they're not.

Q.

What makes an effective advocate in bench arguments?

A.

A good knowledge of the facts that are presented in a logical manner and that support the parties legal theory of the
case.
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Q.

What are the most common mistakes made in argument?

A.

A misstatement of the facts and/or an incoherent presentation of the argument.

Q.

What are some techniques that do, or do not, work effectively in the examination of witnesses?

A.

Cross-examination with a purpose and design is effective. A rambling unprepared cross is usually of no value.

CRIMINAL MATTERS
Q.

How do you handle requests for continuance on pretrials, arraignments and trials?

A.

A stipulated request is usually granted. A contested request usually results in a hearing.

Q.

When may the issue of bail best be addressed in your courtroom?

A.

At the arraignment.

Q.

What information do you want from counsel at the time of sentencing?

A.

I want their recommendations and reasons for that recommendations.
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Q.

Are private pre‐sentence evaluations useful or encouraged?

A.

The formal PSI is very helpful. Any other proper information is also helpful.

Q.

Do you have any standard sentences the bar should be advised about (i.e. DUI sentencings,
acceptance of alcohol‐related reckless)?

A.

No.

SPECIAL ISSUES FOR DOMESTIC CASES
Q.

Are there any special issues that arise in your courtroom in domestic cases of which you would
like the bar to be aware?

A.

That the attorneys use their best efforts to complete the hearing within the time requested.

Q.

What do you want to have on temporary order issues?

A.

An affidavit that fully supports the relief requested.
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Q.

Do you have a policy on child interviews with respect to custody?

A.

I will interview the child with attorneys present.

Q.

When do you require guardians ad litem? What do you expect from a guardian ad litem?

A.

GAL's will be utilized when requested or in circumstances where I think they would be helpful or obviously needed. I
want the GAL to make a recommendations on the issues to be determined.

DISCOVERY PRACTICES
Q.

What is your approach to resolving discovery disputes?

A.

I tend to be liberal in allowing discovery.

Q.

What are your thoughts on imposing sanctions for discovery abuses?

A.

I will typically impose sanctions only if I determine there has been a willful failure to comply.

Q.

Are you generally available to solve problems that arise during a deposition?

A.

Yes.
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THOUGHTS ON COURTROOM PROTOCOL
Q.

Is lack of civility a recurring problem in your courtroom? What steps do you take to improve
civility in your courtroom?

A.

This is rarely an issue.

Q.

What do you expect of lawyers (and their staff) in your courtroom? Clients? Witnesses?

A.

I expect courtesy, punctuality and professionalism.

Q.

Do you impose any limitations on courtroom movement (approaching witness, podium, etc.)?

A.

No and I typically tell attorneys they don't have to ask permission to "approach", but that they shouldn't stay at the
witness stand any longer than needed.

Q.

What kind of lawyer conduct is unacceptable to you in your courtroom?

A.

I dislike attorneys arguing with each other and especially dislike attorneys arguing with me.
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OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES
Q.

What are your opinions regarding courtroom dress?

A.

I expect the attorneys to be wearing professional looking clothes. No hats are permitted.

Q.

Do you allow children in your courtroom?

A.

Yes, if they don't disrupt.

Q.

Do you allow cell phones in your courtroom?

A.

Yes, as long as their are not making noise.

Q.

What, if anything, do you do to enforce promptness in your courtroom?

A.

I expect attorneys to be where they are supposed to be on time unless there is some good excuse.
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CLERK’S/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT’S COMMENTS
Q.

What do you expect of attorneys in their dealings with you?

A.

To be courteous and professional.

Q.

What do you expect of attorneys in regarding to scheduling hearings?

A.

That I try my best to get the matter before the judge as soon as possible.

Q.

What is your protocol for scheduling hearings?

A.

Once I receive a request for hearing, I contact the attorneys as soon as possible to set a hearing date that is workable for
all.

Q.

What can attorneys do to improve communications with you?

A.

Nothing as this point.

Q.

What would you like attorneys to keep in mind?

A.

That everyone's requests are just as important to the me as the next ones' and I will do my best to get them taken care of
as quickly as possible.
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Q.

What size paper does your judge prefer or require for pleadings and briefs?

A.

He does not have a preference at this time.
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